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Introduction 
Eadon Builder is an add-on for Eadon Character Controller asset for the Unity game engine. 
The goal of this asset is to provide advanced building functionality to any game 
implemented with Eadon Character Controller. 
 
The following functionalities are implemented: 
 

• Build whole items 

• Build with modular assets 

• Sophisticated placement 
o Handles irregular terrain 
o Slope constraint 
o Stability constraints 

• Snapping 
o Custom snap points 

 
This add-on is currently compatible with Invector TPC version 2.6.2c and higher (Melee and 
Shooter) and tested on Unity 2020.3.37 and higher. 
 

Changelog 
 

V 1.0 Initial release 

  



Prerequisites 
In order to be used and recognised, the Builder Addon must be enabled by going to the 
Eadon/Settings menu and ticking the relative checkbox to enable conditional compilation of 
the support for this asset: 
 

 

  



Configuration 
Before the building system can be used, it must be configured. Eadon Builder is configured 
through a set of ScriptableObjects that determine what is available to the system. All Eadon 
Builder ScriptableObjects can be created using commands found under the Assets -> Create 
-> Eadon -> Inventory -> Items menu. 
 

Buildable Item 
A BuildableItem represent items that can be built in game. They are a form of Consumable 
items and look like this: 
 

 



 
 
The fields specific to BuildableItem are as follows: 
 
Field name Purpose 

Preview Object The preview object to spawn 
Spawned Object The actual object to spawn on build 
Ground Level The ground level to check for irregularities (see chapter on 

placement) 
Build Time How long it takes to build, in seconds 
Min Build Distance Minimum build distance from player 
Max Build Distance Maximum build distance from player 
Use Max Slope A flag to indicate whether to check for max slope on placement 
Max Slope The maximum slope allowed for placing the buildable item 
Valid Build Layers The LayerMask indicating which layers this item can be built on 
Ignore Penetration A flag to indicate the build item should ignore penetration on 

ground (useful for small non modular items like campfires etc) 
Check Coverage A flag to indicate whether to check for coverage on placement 
Check Per Touch Point A flag to indicate if the check needs to be performed per touch 

point in isolation or on the object as a whole 
Ground Check Type Choice of Corners or Grid. Grid checks also the mid points 

between the corners 
Max Ground Distance How far away the grounds needs to be from the check point 
Min Coverage The percentage of touching points that need to be valid for the 

placement to be valid 
Can Snap A flag to indicate if this item can snap 
Can Only Snap A flag to indicate that this item can only be placed by snapping 



Snap Point Type The type of snap points this item reacts to 
Constrain Rotation 
When Snapped 

A flag to indicate that rotation is constrained when snapping 

Rotation Snap The amount to rotate when rotation is constrained 
Play Animation A flag to indicate whether to play animations while building 
Simple Task Animation A flag to indicate whether to use single looping animation or 

more complex, three animations setup 
Start Animation The override clip for the start animation 
Loop Animation The override clip for the loop animation 
End Animation The override clip for the end animation 
Build Particles The particle VFX to spawn when building 
Build Particle Offset The offset from the particle spawn point (see next field) 
Particles Spawn On 
Build Point 

A flag to indicate if particles should spawn on build point. If 
unchecked, particles will spawn at the player location 

Spawn Particles The particle VFX to spawn when building is complete 
Spawn Particle Offset The offset from the particle spawn point 
Spawn Particle 
Duration 

The duration, in seconds, of the build particles 

Build Audio Clip The audio clip to play while building 
Build Audio Delay The delay on start for the audio clip 
Spawn Audio Clip The audio clip to play when building is complete 
Spawn Audio Delay The delay on start for the audio clip 

 
When creating BuildableItem objects, make sure that Can Be Consumed is checked (or you 
won’t be able to build) and that Use Action is UseConsumable. 
 

Snap Point Type 
Snap Point Types are used to identify the type of snap points. You can have as many snap 
point types as you need. They look like this: 
 

 
 
The description field is optional. 
 

 
  



Setting up a character to use Eadon Builder 
When you create a character and you have the Eadon Builder addon active, you can simply 
tick the Add Builder checkbox: 

 

 
Activating the checkbox will add to the character the EadonBuilder component. It looks like 
this: 
 



 
 
The fields are as follows: 
 
Field name Purpose 

Continue Building If In 
Inventory 

A flag to indicate the character should continue building if he 
still has copies of the buildable item in the inventory 

Build Input The input variable for the build input 
Cancel Input The input variable for the cancel input 
Rotation Speed The rotation speed of the preview object 
On Item Built The event fired when the item is built. The int parameter is the 

vItem ID 
On Build Start The event fired when building starts 
On Build End The event fired when building ends 

 
 
 



Building an item in game 
In order to build an item, you need to equip it in one of the consumable slots. The build 
process is started when you use the consumable from the slot- This will spawn a preview 
object in the scene where the camera is pointing. Moving the camera around will move the 
preview object. 
 
When you move the preview object, its color will change between transparent green (for a 
valid point) and transparent red (for an invalid point): 
 

 

 
 
When the preview object is green, pressing the build input (E in the demo scene) will trigger 
the build and, depending on how the buildable item is configured, play an animation, spawn 
VFX and play sounds. 



 
If the item you’re trying to build can snap, moving the preview object close to a snappable 
surface or object will cause it to snap. Moving away from the snap point will force 
unsnapping. 
 
You can rotate a preview object by pressing the Left Hand Slot and Right Hand Slot inputs. If 
the preview object is snapped, it will rotate around the snap point, otherwise it will rotate 
around its pivot. If the rotation is constrained when snapping, the preview will rotate in 
place for the amount specified in the BuildableItem. 

 
Pressing the Cancel Build input will “return” the item to the slot and remove the preview in 
the scene. 
 
Snapping is determined by how snap points are set up. See the next two chapters for more 
information. 
 
Bear in mind that the build point is always in the center of the screen. 
 
 
 
  



How to create preview items 
Inside the demo folder you will find a number of premade prefabs for preview items and 
buildable items that will show you how they are set up: 
 

 
 
At the core, preview items are made like this: 
 

 
 
The root is an empty game object with either a EadonBuilderPreviewObject component or a 
EadonBuilderSegmentPreviewObject component. The difference between the two is that 
the Segment version allows snapping “in a line”, meaning that it will let you snap 
horizontally and rotate around the snap point. The two components look like this: 
 



 

 
 
In both cases you’ll see a reference to the preview pivot (used for rotation), the preview 
mesh (or meshes, if there’s more than one) and to two materials to use for valid and invalid 
builds. 
 
The difference between the two is that the segment version contains also a reference to 
some snap points. 
 
Normally, a buildable item snaps from the pivot. In the demo scenes, walls have their pivots 
in the center of the bottom segment, and will snap to snap points in foundations or floors 
which are in the center of the sides. For items like fences, you need to be able to snap from 
snap points. Snap points in the preview items are empty game objects oriented accordingly 
with the EadonSnapPoint component attached. It looks like this: 
 
 



 
 
The first field is a reference to the SnapPointType that you want to use for this snap point. 
This filters what items can snap to it. Then there are three flags to determine how the item 
behaves. 
 
 
 
 
  



How to create spawned items 
Spawned objects are the counterpoint to preview objects. They look like this: 
 

 
 
The root item is a game object with either the EadonSnappableSurface (if you want other 
items to snap to it or nothing. The EadonSnappableSurface looks like this: 
 

 
 
You can leave the list of snap points empty, it will be populated at runtime. 
 
Also added as a child you’ll place all the snap points that the item has. In the case of the 
demo platform, there are eight snap points: 
 

• 4 snap points placed on the top, of type vertical, to snap walls 

• 4 snap points placed on the sides, of type horizontal, to snap other platforms, 
fences, etc 

 
If you examine the demo wall, you’ll see there’s a snap point on one of the sides of type 
decoration, which is used to hang paintings. 



The actual object with the mesh requires a collider. If you don’t want to be able to build 
arbitrarily on top of the built item, add a “NoBuild” tag to the object with the collider. This 
will prevent arbitrary placement while still letting other items snap to the built item. 
 
 
 
 

  



Terrain alignment 
All buildable items are placed down based on where the pivot of the preview item is on the 
scene. When you place an item on a terrain, it won’t always be fully flat. Eadon Builder 
handles this in the following way (using the foundation piece as an example): 
 
The pivot of the buildable item.  is placed at a height of zero, and the platform mesh can be 
moved up and down. 
 

 
 
Every buildable item has, in the scriptable object, a field called Ground Level which is used 
to simulate the max ground level higher than the pivot but still within the buildable item 
which is then used to check collisions: 
 

 
 
This collision check ignores the actual mesh collider and will invalidate the position if there’s 
any part of the terrain under the mesh which is higher than that imaginary line. By raising 
the mesh and adjusting that value you can cover more irregularities in the underlying 
terrain. 
 
To handle slope, you need to consider your mesh and draw a line from the min point to the 
max point and adjust your max slope and the other parameters to decide what your 
acceptable max slope is: 
 



 
 
And configure your item accordingly. 
 
 
 
 
  



Coverage 
You can enable coverage for more realistic placement of an elements on top of another. You 
can constrain a roof, for example, to be placed only if three corners are supported. 
 
There are two demo scenes included in this asset: 
 

• Survival style 

• Battle Royale style 
 
They use the same assets (for preview and placed objects) but use different buildable items.  
 
In the Battle Royale example, coverage is disabled. This lets you build a stairway on top of 
another with nothing supporting it. 
 
The survival style, on the other hand, forces you to build in a more stable way. 
 
Please note that this is not a physically accurate simulation. 
 
If you want to build small modular items such as campfires, tents, etc, it’s advisable to tick 
the Ignore Penetration checkbox, especially if building over an irregular terrain. 
 
 
 
 
  



Building effect 
Eadon Builder comes with a shader that provides the dynamic building effect. This shader 
requires meshes with vertex paint (white to black). You can find an explanation in the initial 
part of this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZstRB8UqUY which was the 
inspiration for this effect. 
 
Once your mesh has vertex paint, you will need two things: 
 

1) Create a material for the mesh using the Eadon/Animated Builder shader 
2) Add the EadonAutoBuildElement component to the mesh 

 
The material exposes parameters which drive the animation of the mesh vertices based on 
the vertex paint values: 
 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZstRB8UqUY


The parameters are: 
 
Parameter Purpose 

Min reduces the effect of the Pos parameter (0 max effect, 1 no effect) 
Pos the position of the vertices (0 max distance, 1 no distance) 
Height the max height of the vertices 
Rot a parameter indicating the direction of the effect along the various axis 

(0-1) 
 
Bear in mind that the effect is driven by vertex color in a black to white greyscale, where 
white means maximum effect and black means no effect. 
 
The shader works in every rendering pipeline. 
 
 
 

  



License 
You agree that Cogs & Goggles own all rights, title and interest in this Asset, including 

without limitation all applicable Intellectual Property Rights. "Intellectual Property Rights" 

means any and all intellectual property rights wherever in the world and whenever arising 

(and including any application), including patent laws, copyright, trade secrets, know-how, 

confidential information, business names and domain names, computer programs, 

trademark laws, service marks, trade names, utility models, design rights, semi-conductor 

topography rights, database rights, goodwill or rights to sue for passing off, and any and all 

other proprietary rights worldwide. You agree that you will not, and will not allow any third 

party to, 

(i) copy, sell, license, distribute, transfer, modify, adapt, translate, prepare derivative works 

from, decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble or otherwise attempt to derive source code 

from the Asset, unless otherwise permitted, 

(ii) take any action to circumvent or defeat the security or content usage rules provided, 

deployed or enforced by any functionality (including without limitation digital rights 

management or forward-lock functionality) in the Asset, 

(iv) remove, obscure, or alter Cogs & Goggles' or any third party's copyright notices, 

trademarks, or other proprietary rights notices affixed to or contained within the Unity 

Asset Store or Assets. 

YOU EXPRESSLY UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT YOUR USE OF THE ASSET IS AT YOUR SOLE 

RISK AND THAT THE ASSET IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE” WITHOUT WARRANTY 

OF ANY KIND, TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. IN PARTICULAR, 

COGS & GOGGLES, ITS SUBSIDIARIES, HOLDING COMPANIES AND AFFILIATES, AND ITS 

LICENSORS DO NOT REPRESENT OR WARRANT TO YOU THAT: 

(A) YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, 

(B) YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE OR FREE FROM 

ERROR, 

(C) ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED BY YOU AS A RESULT OF YOUR USE OF THE ASSETS WILL 

BE ACCURATE OR RELIABLE, AND 

(D) THAT DEFECTS IN THE OPERATION OR FUNCTIONALITY OF ANY SOFTWARE PROVIDED TO 

YOU AS PART OF THE ASSETS WILL BE CORRECTED. 



YOUR USE OF THE ASSET IS AT YOUR OWN DISCRETION AND RISK AND YOU ARE SOLELY 

RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGE TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM, OR OTHER DEVICE, OR LOSS 

OF DATA THAT RESULTS FROM SUCH USE. 

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, COGS & GOGGLES FURTHER 

EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, WHETHER 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES TERMS 

AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. 

 
 
 
 


